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Investments
C&B High Heat Investments

BELLAVEST SH - BEGO
BELLAVEST SH - BEGO

CE Seal of Approval

*  Bego Bellavest SH is the reliable choice for universal C&B investments. 
*  Excellent for precious, semiprecious, non-precious alloys and pressable ceramics.
*  With Bellavest SH you can cover the entire spectrum of dental alloys, except titanium. 
*  The Bego Bellavest SH investment material has outstanding casting results with non-precious
alloys, such as Wirobond C; but the Bego Bellavest SH is also suitable for precious-metal alloys. 
*  Bellavest SH is Easy to process with BegoSol HE graphite-free, phosphate-bonded. 
*  Bego Processing time for Bellavest SH is 5 minutes. 
*  The Bellavest SH is Extremely smooth casting surfaces. 
*  Bellavest SH Hardens with firm edges and is easy to deflask.
*  The Bego Bellavast SH investment material has a guaranteed shelf life of two years in sealed
bag portion which is also easy to tear open 

US DENTAL DEPOT Inc is an Authorized BEGO Dealer in the US.

 POWDER ONLY 

Code Name Price +
105082 BEGO - Bellavest SH 100x100gr bags - Universal investment material - Powder Only... US$ 147.92 +Info

POWDER WITH LIQUID

Code Name Price +
105081 BEGO - Bellavest SH 100x100gr bags - With 2 Liters liquid  (B# 54804 ) -- US DEN... US$ 221.09 +Info

BELLAVEST T - BEGO
BELLAVEST T - BEGO

Bellavest T Graphite-free crown and bridge precision casting investment material for precious and
non-precious metal applications

Description:

* Tried and tested in fitting accuracy and processing.
* Firm edges and easy to deflask. Can only be heated conventionally 
* For more information go to our website www.usdentaldepot.com
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Mixing liquid:   

BegoSol, BegoSol HE Working time at 20 C approx. [min] 5

US DENTAL DEPOT Inc is an Authorized BEGO Dealer in the US.

Code Name Price +
105074 BEGO - Bellavest T - 144x90gr bags- C&B investment material - (B# 54213 ) -- US ... US$ 169.81 +Info

105073 BEGO - Bellavest T - 75x60gr bags- C&B investment material - (B# 54209 ) -- US D... US$ 61.74 +Info

105072 BEGO - Bellavest T - 30x160gr bags- C&B investment material - (B# 54201 ) -- US ... US$ 83.50 +Info

CB-30 MICROFIRE CROWN & BRIDGE - TICONIUM
CB-30 MICROFIRE CROWN & BRIDGE - TICONIUM

A Micro-Fine Grain, "Carbon-Free" Crown & Bridge Investment for Producing
Ultra-Smooth Casting.

Code Name Price +
106-2104 Cb-30 Microfire Crown & Bridge US$ 115.35 +Info

106-2101 Cb-30 Microfire C&B Pw & Lq US$ 161.70 +Info

CERA FINA INVESTMENT - WHIPMIX
CERA FINA INVESTMENT - WHIPMIX

CERA-FINA is a carbon-free phosphate investment developed for professionals
who demand a more finely grained investment. It is designed for use with all
classes of casting alloys: precious, semiprecious, and non-precious.

Features:
* Extremely fine texture results in accurate castings with very smooth surfaces
* Extended working time, as much as 10 minutes, allows the investing of multiple
flasks
* Absence of carbon assures compatibility with all casting alloys, especially
Palladium and non-precious
* Increased liquid to powder ratio yields a creamier mix and allows better flow,
resulting in bubble-free castings
* Suggested concentration of SPECIAL LIQUID CONCENTRATE is 75% (3 parts
liquid to 1 part water).
* Recommended Liquid - Special Liquid Concentrate

Code Name Price +
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119588 WHIPMIX - Cera Fina Inv No Lq 144/90g - # 05142 [ investment phosphate ] US$ 173.59 +Info

119589 WHIPMIX - Cera Fina Inv No Lq 144/60g - # 05134 [ investment phosphate ] US$ 135.27 +Info

119590 WHIPMIX - Cera Fina Inv No Lq 20#/9kg - # 05096 [ investment phosphate ] US$ 77.99 +Info

CERAMIGOLD INVESTMENT  -WHIPMIX
CERAMIGOLD INVESTMENT - WHIPMIX

This outstanding phosphate investment has these advantages:
* Contains carbon for bright, gold-colored castings
* Expansion can be controlled to fit your needs -- yet technic is easy to follow
* Even extremely thin sections will be cast with sharp, clean margins just like
lower-fusing golds
* Accurately fitting castings with smooth and clean surfaces -- without grinding.
Uniform results time after time.
The chart shows the effective expansion figures obtainable by varying the
concentration of Special Liquid. A 75% concentration, 3 parts SPECIAL LIQUID
CONCENTRATE and 1 part Water, is generally preferred. Thermal and also
setting expansion will increase by greater SPECIAL LIQUID concentration; these
expansions will decrease by dilution with more water. Consequently, expansion
can be controlled to fit individual needs.
There is no additional thermal expansion between 700 degrees C and 1000
degrees C (1300 degrees F and 1800 degrees F). The curve in the chart shows
different figures for the thermal expansion merely as a result from higher or lower
concentration of SPECIAL LIQUID CONCENTRATE. The setting expansion for a
bench-set mold is shown in the lowest curve below.
* Suggested concentration of Special Liquid Concentrate is 75% (3 parts liquid to
1 part water).
* Recommended Liquid: Special Liquid Concentrate.

Code Name Price +
119583 WHIPMIX - Ceramigold Inv No/lq 144/60g - # 00427 [ investment rapid fire  ] US$ 147.77 +Info

119584 WHIPMIX - Ceramigold Inv No/lq 25#/11kg - # 00362 [ investment rapid fire  ] US$ 95.65 +Info

FORMULA 1 UNIVERSAL INVESTMENT - WHIPMIX
FORMULA 1 UNIVERSAL INVESTMENT - WHIPMIX 

This high-performance, universal investment works equally well for all alloys and
pressable ceramics. Its expansion range enables the technician to achieve
optimal fit using the rapid or standard burnout technique. The robust bimodal
nature of FORMULA 1 strengthens molds and promotes easier devesting when
working on more fragile materials such as all-ceramic restorations. Using only a
15-minute benchset and 30-minute burnout, FORMULA 1 reduces processing
time and increases lab productivity. 

Descriptions:
* One investment for both crown and bridge alloys and pressable ceramics
* Wide expansion range
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* Crack resistant
* Fluid consistency promotes ease of investing and smooth surface
* Advanced hybrid formula strengthens molds and devests easily
* Rapid and standard burnout capabilities require no change in laboratory routines
* More control and flexibility for the technician 
* 15-minute benchset reduces processing time
* Extremely smooth and bubble free surface
* Recommended Liquid - Special Liquid Concentrate-Plus 

 

 

Code Name Price +
119603 WHIPMIX - Formula 1 Inv No/lq 150/60g - # 38170 [ investment hi heat  ] US$ 140.89 +Info

119605 WHIPMIX - Formula 1 Inv No/lq 100/100g - ( Powder only ) # 38171 ... US$ 142.38 +Info

119606 WHIPMIX - Formula 1 Inv No/lq 10kg 4/2.5kg - # 38173 [ investment hi heat  ] US$ 107.10 +Info

119604 WHIPMIX - Formula 1 Inv No/lq 40/150g - # 38148 [ investment hi heat  ] US$ 103.87 +Info

119601 WHIPMIX - Formula 1 Inv No/lq 50/100g - # 38152 [ investment hi heat  ] US$ 99.99 +Info

119602 WHIPMIX - Formula 1 Inv No/lq 50/60g - # 38151 [ investment hi heat  ] US$ 73.45 +Info

HI TEMP INVESTMENT - WHIPMIX
HI TEMP INVESTMENT - WHIPMIX

A special investment for non-precious and semi-precious alloys. HI-TEMP
contains no carbon. Non-precious metal alloys require an investment specially
compounded to:

* Compensate for alloy shrinkage
* Withstand high-fusing temperatures
* Provide a non-contaminating atmosphere
* Allow casting of a lighter-density metal

HI-TEMP is the investment with these characteristics and more. It gives a smooth
surface to the casting, flows readily and evenly for fine detail and sharp margins,
and has high strength to prevent damage to the mold. The technique is simple.
SPECIAL LIQUID CONCENTRATE is used instead of water. Control of
expansion is obtained by dilution of the SPECIAL LIQUID CONCENTRATE with
water -- the greater the dilution, the less the expansion of the investment. Four
parts liquid to one part water is the proportion suggested to get some frictional
retention for full crowns on well-tapered preparation. Otherwise, the technique is
essentially the same as handling any casting investment. The chart shows the
various expansions of HI-TEMP at different concentrations of SPECIAL LIQUID
CONCENTRATE
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119586 WHIPMIX - Hi Temp Inv No/lq 144/90g - # 00671 US$ 153.87 +Info

119585 WHIPMIX - Hi Temp Inv No/lq 144/60g - # 00663 US$ 143.40 +Info

119587 WHIPMIX - Hi Temp Inv No/lq 25#/11kg - # 00478 US$ 100.50 +Info

PC 15 INVESTMENT - WHIPMIX
PC 15 INVESTMENTS - WHIPMIX

PC15 is a fine grained phosphate bonded investment for pressable ceramics. Its
creamy consistency pours easily when investing and produces smooth pressings
using either the rapid or standard burnout technique.

PC15 offers many advantages to the laboratory such as:
* Only one investment needed for both staining and layering techniques
* Rapid and standard burnout capabilities require no change in laboratory routine
* Fifteen minute benchset reduces processing time
* Freeze stable Fastfire Liquid allows year-round, problem-free shipping

Its ease of use and reliable performance make PC15 Investment an excellent
material for laboratories using today's popular pressable ceramic systems.

Code Name Price +
119600 WHIPMIX - Pc 15 Inv No/lq 100/100g - # 38183 US$ 194.97 +Info

119599 WHIPMIX - Pc 15 Inv No/lq 25/100g - # 38176 US$ 84.99 +Info

POWERCAST INVESTMENT - WHIPM
IX
POWERCAST INVESTMENT -WHIPMIX

A carbon-free, fine-grain phosphate bonded investment
for casting crown and bridge and ceramic alloys. This
versatile all-purpose investment has been specially
formulated to use with a rapid burnout technique. It can
be used both with a metal ring and a ringless technique
without cracking. Special Liquid Concentrate- Plus
provides the high expansion especially needed for
non-precious alloys and can be diluted as needed for
other alloys.

Features:
* Crack resistant and tolerant to rapid temperature rise
* Can be used both with ring or ringless technique
* Easy breakout for faster cleanup
* Smooth, accurate castings reduce finishing time
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Code Name Price +
119592 WHIPMIX - Powercast Inv No/lq 150/60g - # 32825 US$ 163.27 +Info

119593 WHIPMIX - Powercast Inv No Lq 100/90 - # 32875 US$ 163.27 +Info

119591 WHIPMIX - Powercast Inv No/lq 20#/9kg - # 32795 US$ 82.29 +Info

YETI - 417186 YETI Expansion Lq 1000ml
YETI - Expansion Liquid 1000ml # 955-1000YETI - Expansion Liquid 1000ml
C&B High Heat Investments
# 417186  Mfg # 955-1000

Features:
Investment material for precious metal and NEM alloys
* Expansion control via the liquid can achieve all the desired values ??for precious
metal and non-precious metal casting technolog
* Suitable for dental castings, K & B technology, telescopic attachment technique and
implant work
* Increased expansion values ??allow large-scale NEM work
* Exact expansion control for telescopic primary crowns
* Insensitive to cracking
* Also applicable without muffle ring
* No high-expansion liquid necessary
* Very good value for money

Quantity: 1 Bottle 1000ml

US$ 16.36

YETI - 123460 YETI Invest. 5k & + 1qt
YETI EXPANSION PLUS INVESTMENT - 5 kg ( 50 x 100 gr bags )  + 1 Lt Liquid -
#956-0000 9560000 [ investment revestimiento ]YETI - Expansion Plus
Investment
Chrome Investment
# 123460 - Mfg # 956-0000

Features:
Universal investment for precious and non-precious alloys and for pressed
ceramic expansion is regulated by the concentration of liquid and distilled
water and  delivering accurate results for precious, non-precious alloys and
for pressed ceramic
* pressed ceramic restoration for inlays, veneers, press-to-metal and
bonded 

Techniques
* high expansion capability allows for large non-precious restorations to be
cast accurately without the need for a separate high-expansion liquid 
* economic but highly accurate 
* easy to invest 
* fine grain size and excellent fl ow characteristics result in extremely

US$ 46.40
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smooth casting surface
* 100g sachets 

Casting: traditional or high-speed 

Package: 50 envelopes of 100g + 1 liter of liquid

Investments

C&B Rapid Fire High Heat

FAST FIRE 15 INVESTMENT - WHIPM
IX

FAST FIRE 15 INVESTMENT PHROSPHATE -
WHIPMIX

 

FASTFIRE 15 is a fine grain phosphate investment
which requires only a 15 minute benchset before
placing molds into a hot oven for rapid burnout.
It produces accurate, smooth castings using either the
ringless or metal ring technique. Optimum fit is
achieved for all crown and bridge alloys through dilution
of the freeze stable FASTFIRE LIQUID.

Features:
* Produces castings in less than one hour
* FASTFIRE LIQUID allows year round problem-free
shipping and controlled expansi
* Reliable performance using many casting techniques
and alloys
* Exceptionally smooth, accurate castings
* Liquid Sold Separately

  PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Liquid/Powder Ration 27 mL/100 g 
Working Time 7-9 minutes
Setting Expansion 1.0%
Thermal Expansion 1.0%
Compressive Strength, Wet 500 psi (3.4MPa)
Recommended Liquid Fast Fire Liquid 

(Measured at 100% Liquid Concentration)
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Code Name Price +
119596 WHIPMIX - Fastfire 15 Inv No/lq 150/60g - # 38134 [ investment rapid fire  ] US$ 140.28 +Info

119595 WHIPMIX - Fastfire 15 Inv No/lq 100/90g - # 38142 [ investment rapid fire  ] US$ 140.28 +Info

119597 WHIPMIX - Fastfire 15 Inv No/lq 25/90g - # 38097 [ investment rapid fire  ] US$ 73.99 +Info

119598 WHIPMIX - Fastfire 15 Inv No/lq 20#/9kg - # 38081 [ investment rapid fire  ] US$ 59.99 +Info

119594 WHIPMIX - Fastfire 15 Inv No/lq 25/60g - # 38089 [ investment rapid fire  ] US$ 50.99 +Info

MATECH - VEST-ALL PLUS
MATECH - VEST-ALL PLUS

Vest-All Plus , High Temp Heat Shock Investment for Fixed protesis and Pressable ceramics
including E-Max . Vest-All Plus provides the dental laboratory with a versatile, consistent
investment material that allows accurate castings through controlled expansion for: precious,
semi-precious and non-precious alloys, pressable ceramic and Vitallium surgical implant.

Vest All Plus pour flow connsistency is smooth and creamy, thus assuring a virtually bubble-free
casting.

Vest-All Plus can be used for conventional and fast fire burnouts, and is perfect for ring and
ringless systems.Vest-All Plus is used for all your casting needs, eliminating the necessity to
stock several different types of investment in your laboratory. 

A note from the manufacturer for Vest-All Plus users:
"The reason that Vest-All Plus ratios are different is to aid the laboratory with more time. By
changing the ratio, it allows the lab a bigger time window to get the ring to the furnace. Instead of
moving the ring to the furnace in an exact 23 minutes, the lab can take the ring to the hot furnace
as long as the ring is warm. The mix changed just a little to aid with extended window. A 120
second mix will give the lab a smooth and creamy fluid consistency."

Code Name Price +
110632 Vest All-Plus 12 x 1kg sealed envelope w/ 6 bottles of liquid - ... US$ 135.00 +Info

110633 Vest All-Plus 100 x 100gm sealed envelope w/ 4 bottles of liquid - ... US$ 134.00 +Info

110631 Vest -All-Plus 100 x 100gm sealed envelope w/o liquid - ... US$ 116.00 +Info

110630 Vest-All-Plus 12 x 1 kg sealed envelope w/o liquid - ... US$ 117.00 +Info

110634 Vest-All-Plus Special Liquid 16oz bottle - ... US$ 14.12 +Info

Investments

Chrome Investment

BEGOSOL MIXING LIQUID - BEGO
BEGOSOL MIXING LIQUID - BEGO

Mixing liquids for BEGO investment materials. Mixing liquid for Wiroquick, Wiroplus N, Wiroplus,
Wiroplus S, Wirovest, Bellavest T and Bellasun.
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Description:

* Mixing liquid available in 1Liter and 5Liters
* Mixing liquids for BEGO investment materials
* Depending on the alloy and area of application, BegoSol can be mixed with distilled or demineralised water to the
concentration required.
* The higher the concentration of BegoSol, HE, M or K, the greater the expansion of the investment material.

US DENTAL DEPOT Inc is an Authorized BEGO Dealer in the US.  

HE MIX LIQUID

Code Name Price +
102493 BEGO - Begosol HE Mixing Liquid - 1Liter # 51095 ... US$ 35.28 +Info

102494 BEGO - Begosol HE Mixing Liquid - 5Liter  ( # 51096 ) for Bellavest SH -- US DEN... US$ 137.59 +Info

K MIXING LIQUID

Code Name Price +
105062 BEGO - Begosol K Mixing Liquid - 1Liter (# 51120 ) US$ 35.28 +Info

105063 BEGO - Begosol K Mixing Liquid - 5Liter (# 51121 ) US$ 137.59 +Info

MIXING LIQUID

Code Name Price +
010-51090 BEGO - Begosol Mixing Liquid - 1Liter #51090 ... US$ 35.28 +Info

102492 BEGO - Begosol Mixing Liquid - 5Liter - ( # 51091 ) - for (Wiroquick New- Bellav... US$ 126.65 +Info

CFS - 113813 CFS Investm. 50lb & 1gal + 1qt
CFS INVESTMENT - Acid Mix High Heat Investments For Chrome Cobalt & 
Partial Dentures ( partials )  - 50lb powder + 1 gal LiqA + 1 Qt Liq B ( Haz label
required like monomers )  ) [  investment for chrome cobalt - partials  Khrome
krome Khromevest kromevest  Khrome-vest krome-vest   )]CFS INVESTMENT -
Ethil Silicate
Crome Investment. 
# 113813 

Designed and formulated by a manufacturer with many years of investment
experience.
This product contains 50 lb powder + 1 gal Liq A + 1 Qt Liq B

Made in the U.S.A.

US$ 65.00
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GOOD EARTH - NOBILIUM
GOOD EARTH - NOBILIUM

Features:
Ethyl-silicate Investment for Chrome-Cobalt Partial Denture Frameworks.
A quality two-liquid, Ethyl-Silicate investment for partial dentures providing for the laboratories
required expansion needs. A simple liquid mix with consistent reliable results. GOOD EARTH
Investment is compatible with Niranium

Code Name Price +
102438 GOOD EARTH Niranium-Noblium - N# 805002  powder 50lb Powder Only  - Investmet fo... US$ 39.99 +Info

102437 GOOD EARTH Niranium-Noblium - N# 805001  powder 100lb Powder Only  - Investmet f... US$ 100.86 +Info

101360 GOOD EARTH Niranium-Noblium - N# 805000  Powder 100lb w/liquids 100 LB (45.4 KG)... US$ 235.00 +Info

BEGO - 105077 Wirofine Rapid Fire 50px400gr
BEGO - Wirofine Rapid Fire
Chrome Investment
# 105077 - Mfg # 54386  

Descriptions
Universal investment material for all applications in partial denture and
combination technique, for gel and silicone duplication

* Conventional or shock heating up to 1050 C/ 1922 F with ideal expansion
values
* Preheating through shock heat up to 1000 C/ 1832 F
* Insertion temperature = final temperature
* Consequently, additional time savings of 20 - 30 % compared to investment
materials that have to be heated up from 600 C/ 1112 F
* Fine model surfaces even with gel duplication, no hardening necessary in
the case of silicone duplication
* Ideal flow properties ensure processing without complications
* Very good fit, high edge strength, therefore also ideal for combination work
* Can be used with all moulds and model geometries
* Minimal reaction between investment material and alloy

Product information: 

* 1 carton 18 kg 50/400-g bags 
* Dimensions of box - 16x11x9in 
* Weight 40lbs

The physical Data:

* Mixing liquid:  BegoSol K/BegoSol
* Working time ar 20C approx [min] : ca. 3 Min 30 Sek
* Shelf-life in sealed prtion sachet (month): 24

US$ 172.87
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* Begin of solidification (Vicat time) [min] : 6
* Compressive strenght after 1h [MPa]: 11
* Linear termal expansin [%] : 0.08

US DENTAL DEPOT Inc is an Authorized BEGO Dealer in the US. 

BEGO-010-51046 Wirovest Prtl Dnt. 45x400g Bag
BEGO - Wirovest Partial Denture 
Chrome Investment
# 010-51046 - Mfg # 51046

Descriptions:

*  The classic BEGO partial denture investment material. 
*  Proven worldwide, very smooth surface, for gel and silicone duplication 
*  Special investment material for gel and silicone duplication with
conventional preheating 
*  Worldwide approx. 40,000,000 partial denture frames fabricated with
Wirovest

Technical Data:

* Mixing liquid:  BegoSol (Anti-freeze optimization up to - 10C)
* Processing time at 20C: approx 3min.
* Shelf in unopened bag: 2 years

Characteristic values of the material according DIN EN ISO 9694:

* Beginning of solidification (Vicat time): 5 min.
* Compressive strength [MPa]: 15
* Thermal expansin [%] : 1.15

Package:

* 1 carton, 15kg = 45 pieces 400 g bags

US DENTAL DEPOT Inc is an Authorized BEGO Dealer in the US. - 

US$ 142.30

Investments

Dipping prducts / Hardeners
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BEGO-10-52111 Durol Model Spray 100ml
BEGO - Durol Model Spray 100ml - #52111 Durol is used cold and penetrate
extremely well into the surface of duplicate models during hardening; the models
become hard and smooth. #52111BEGO - Durol Model Spray 100ml
Dipping Products / Hardeners
# 10-52111 - # 52111 

Features

* Durol and Dipfix, which contains no solvents
* Are used cold and penetrate very well into the surface of duplication
models during hardening: the latter become hard and smooth.
* 25 % time and energy savings because 150 C preheating temperature is
sufficient

US DENTAL DEPOT is an Authorized BEGO dealer in US.

US$ 69.38

NIRANIUM - 102439 Good Earth Binder  A liq. 1ga
GOOD EARTH Niranium-Noblium - N# 805003  Binder A Liquid  1gal  - Investmet
for Chrome cobalt  - [ N# 805003 ]NIRANIUM - Good Earth Brinder A. Liquid
Dipping prducts / Hardener
# 102439 - Mfg # 805003

Features:
Binder A Liquid 1gal - Investmet for Chrome cobalt

US$ 64.32

NOBILIUM- 110740 Safe Dip - 1gal
Nobilium - Safe Dip - 1gal      (N# 1013 ) Safe-dip - Dipping Material weight 9lbs
NOBILIUM - SAFE-DIP - JUG PACKED IN CARTON 
Dipping Products - Hardeners
#110740 - Mfg #1013

Features:
General purpose dip for refractory models.

Size:
1 GAL (3.79 L)

US$ 65.29
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BEGO - 10-52112 Wiro-Dip Dipping Hardener 1 Lt
BEGO - Wiro-Dip Ecological Diping Hardener 1 Litter bottle - #52112  -  Is free of
solvents and therefore biologically completely harmless 1 bottle = 1 litre  Bego #52112
- No Hazardouns material - can b e shipped by air -BEGO - Wiro-Dip Ecological
Diping Hardener
Dipping Products / Hardeners
# 10-52112 - Mfg # 52112 

Feature:

* The ecological dipping hardener Wiro-Dip is used cold, is free of solvents and
therefore biologically completely harmless.
* The hardening effect is comparable to good conventional dipping hardeners.
Wiro-Dip has a fluid consistency, penetrates well and quickly, and has a neutral
odor.

Package: 1 bottle = 1 litre

US DENTAL DEPOT is an Authorized BEGO dealer in US.

US$ 47.04

Investments

Divestment Solutions

KLEEN ACID INVESTMENT REMOVER - ADS
KLEEN ACID INVESTMENT REMOVER - ADS

Kleen-It breaks down investment without the use of dangerous acids. Ultrasonic for faster action.
Removes oxidation and investment from stainless castings, bake-on gold, and non-precious
alloys. For use on alloys that specifically require an acid free environment.

Code Name Price +
118101 ADS DENTAL - Kleen-It qt - # K221-6 US$ 20.83 +Info

118102 ADS DENTAL - Kleen-it gal - # K221-8 US$ 41.01 +Info

Investments

Divestment Units
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   DIGITAL WATER BATH - WHIPMIX
DIGITAL WATER BATH - WHIPMIX

The Digital Water Bath is a digitally controlled unit that
maintains temperatures in a range of 32?C to 80?C
(89.6 ?F to 176 ?F) to soften a variety of wax or
compound materials.   The Digital Water Bath is CSA
and TUV approved.

Description:
* Digital temperature control with indicator light
* LED screen which constantly displays the
temperature in ?F or ?C
* Maintains temperture of 32?C to 80?C (89.6 ?F to
176 ?F)
* Stainless Steel Casing
* Removable stainless steel pan
* Accommodates Hanau water bath pan
* Unit stops heating when pan is removed

Code Name Price +
120259 WHIPMIX - Waterbath Digital 115v - # 05350  ( Accessories for Digital Water Bath) US$ 579.99 +Info

REPLACEMENT PARTS

Code Name Price +
120260 WHIPMIX - #1576a Removable Pan - # 05327 ( Accessories for Digital Water Bath) US$ 82.46 +Info

120261 WHIPMIX - #1578 Lift Tray - # 05326  ( Accessories for Digital Water Bath) US$ 46.45 +Info

120262 WHIPMIX - Dial Thermometer - # 05328 US$ 26.40 +Info
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XCAVATOR AUTOMATED DIVESTING UNITS - WHI
PMIX
XCAVATOR AUTOMATED DIVESTING UNIT - WHIPMIX

The first ever automated divesting unit for divesting pressable ceramics.

Ideal for divesting:
* Pressable Ceramics
* Press to Zirconia
* Press to Captek
* Press to metal
* Metal Castings

PRECISE
Use the variable speeds to ensure proper depth of cut for any investment
type every time.
Monitor the ring cutting through the clear shield

EFFICIENT
Place the hot ring directly into the machine, saving an hour or more of
cooling time.
Select between the two most common size rings (100 and 200 gram)
Touch up rings in less than one minute

EASY
Set up in just five minutes with three simple connections: electricity, vacuum
and compressed air (1.0scfm, 40 psi, 1.5" diameter vacuum hose
connections)
It is compatible with virtually any vacuum system and is small enough to fit
on a bench top

Code Name Price +
120264 WHIPMIX - Xcavator 115v / 60hz - # 09800 US$ 3,190.18 +Info

120263 WHIPMIX - Xcavator 230v / 50hz - # 09803 US$ 3,349.72 +Info

ACCESSORIES

Code Name Price +
120267 WHIPMIX - Bead Dryer Belt 115v - # 09806 ( Accessories for Xcavator) US$ 268.17 +Info

120266 WHIPMIX - Glass Beads - 50 Microns- 50 Pound Pail - # 09805 US$ 99.99 +Info

REPLACEMENT PARTS

Code Name Price +
120278 WHIPMIX - #5331 Xcavator Reservoir W/lid - # 09819 US$ 315.71 +Info

120276 WHIPMIX - #5332 Xcavator Pen With Tubing Assbly - # 09813 US$ 185.89 +Info

120273 WHIPMIX - #5330a Xcavator 200gm Chuck Assbly - # 09829 US$ 155.23 +Info
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120272 WHIPMIX - #5327a Xcavator 100gm Chuck Assbly - # 09827 US$ 153.62 +Info

120277 WHIPMIX - #5332-3 Xcavator Tube 45 Inch - # 09832 US$ 95.06 +Info

120268 WHIPMIX - #5332-1 Xcavator Nozzle Tip & O-ring - # 09807 US$ 85.30 +Info

120269 WHIPMIX - #5303 Xcavator Clear Shield - # 09809 US$ 82.32 +Info

120270 WHIPMIX - #5353 Xcavator Strainer - # 09811 US$ 65.77 +Info

120275 WHIPMIX - #5332-4 Xcavator Hand Piece - # 09831 US$ 62.08 +Info

120274 WHIPMIX - #5332-2 Xcavator Nozzle Cap - # 09830 US$ 44.52 +Info

120265 WHIPMIX - #5356 Xcavator Reservoir Gasket - # 09821 US$ 9.44 +Info

Investments

Investment Accessories

INSTRUCTIONAL INVESTMENT - WHIPMIX
INSTRUCTIONAL INVESTMENT DVD - WHIPMIX

LABORATORY TECHNIQUES FOR SUCCESSFUL CROWN AND BRIDGE
RESTORATIONS

This training module is filled with PowerPoint presentations offering laboratory
techniques and step-by-step instructions for successful crown and bridge
restorations. Included in this module are:
* Phosphate Investment Technique using Fast Fire 15
* Technical Tips for Crown and Bridge, Spruing and Investing
* Gypsum Bonded Investments
* Refractory Investments
* Maryland Bridge Technique
* Gypsum Overview
* Producing Working Models using Resin-Fortified Die Stone
* Removable Partial Denture Framework Fabrication
* Trimming Orthodontic Study Models

CROWN AND BRIDGE MODEL AND DIE PREPARATION DVD:
This DVD will cover proper procedures involved with good model preparation.
Pouring; separating and Trimming; Pinning; Basing; Sectioning and Die Trimming
are covered in this video. Successful completion of these steps will help insure
the success of every prosthetic case.
The video is divided into several chapters for easy review of each step.
Length 16 minutes

Code Name Price +
119761 WHIPMIX - Cd Lab Techniques Training Module - # 35379 US$ 154.00 +Info

119757 WHIPMIX - Dvd C & B Model & Die Preparation - # 33050 US$ 154.00 +Info
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Investments

Liquids for invetments

SPECIAL LIQUIDS INVESTMENT - W
HIPMIX
SPECIAL LIQUIDS INVESTMENT - WHIPMIX

Special Liquid Concentrate

Formulated for use with X-20 Chrome, X-20 Speed,
Ceramigold, Hi-Temp, Cera-Fina and V.H.T. Freeze
stable 

Special Liquid Concentrate - Plus 

Formulated for use with PowerCast, Formula 1 and
Polyvest. Also formulated for use with Hi-Temp,
Ceramigold, Cera-Fina and FastFire 15 investments to
achieve greater expansion. Keep from freezing

FAST FIRE LIQUID

Code Name Price +
119620 WHIPMIX - Fastfire Liquid 1 Liter / 6 Pk - # 38164 ... US$ 228.40 +Info

119621 WHIPMIX - Fastfire Liquid 340ml / 6 Pk - # 38165 ... US$ 112.05 +Info

119619 WHIPMIX - Fastfire Liquid 1 Liter - # 38161 ... US$ 43.99 +Info

119622 WHIPMIX - Fastfire Liquid 340ml - # 38166 ... US$ 26.75 +Info

SPECIAL LIQUID CONCENTRATE

Code Name Price +
119614 WHIPMIX - Special Liquid Concentrate 1 Liter / 6 Pk - # 02190  ( works with all ... US$ 183.41 +Info

119611 WHIPMIX - Special Liquid Concentrate 340 Ml / 6pk - # 02130  ( works with all Wh... US$ 94.12 +Info

119613 WHIPMIX - Special Liquid Concentrate 1 Liter - # 02194   ( works with all Whipmi... US$ 37.99 +Info

119612 WHIPMIX - Special Liquid Concentrate 340 Ml - # 02135  ( works with all Whipmix ... US$ 21.76 +Info

SPECIAL LIQUID CONCENTRATE PLUS

Code Name Price +
119616 WHIPMIX - Special Liquid Concentrate Plus 1 Liter / 6 Pk - # 38130  ( works with... US$ 238.32 +Info

119617 WHIPMIX - Special Liquid Concentrate Plus 340ml / 6pk - # 38125  ( works with al... US$ 114.24 +Info

119615 WHIPMIX - Special Liquid Concentrate Plus 1 Liter - # 38127  ( works with all Wh... US$ 42.22 +Info

119618 WHIPMIX - Special Liquid Concentrate Plus 340ml - # 38122  ( works with all Whip... US$ 19.99 +Info
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BEGO- 105061 Wiropaint Plus Fn Invest 200ml
BEGO - Wiropaint Plus
Liquid Investments
# 105061 - Mfg # 51100

Feature:

* Fine investment material for partial denture techniques.
* It provides a very smooth casting surface and speeds up finishing work
consider-ably.
* Wiropaint plus hardly settles in the bottle and is always ready for use.

Contains:1 bottle = 200ml

US DENTAL DEPOT Inc is an Authorized BEGO Dealer in the US.

US$ 39.58

X-20 CHROME INVESTMENT - WHIPMIX 
X-20 CHROME INVESTMENT - WHIPMIX

A vastly improved casting investment for making chrome partial denture
frameworks.
* For casting any chrome partial alloy
* Refractory Cast is hard, strong and smooth
* No danger of breakage or abrasion
* Fits master models like gold castings
* Sets fast no tamping required
* Controlled expansion with SPECIAL LIQUID CONCENTRATE
* May be used without metal ring
Mixes easily and produces a cast of unusual smoothness and strength. May be
used with any good duplicating material intended for chrome investments. A
SPECIAL LIQUID CONCENTRATE is furnished for pouring the 'working cast.' A
1 to 1 dilution with water gives controlled expansion for most alloys. If more
expansion is desired, dilute with less water such as 2 parts liquid to 1 water.
Water only is used in mixing the investment for the outer mold or ,ring. Castings
are usually made with burn-outs between 730 degrees C and 1,000 degrees C
(1,350 degrees F and 1,800 degrees F) although X-20 may be heated to 1,100
degrees C (2,000 degrees F) if required.

Code Name Price +
119610 WHIPMIX - X-20 Speed Inv No/lq 25kg - # 33762 [ special liquids for investments  ] US$ 132.13 +Info

119609 WHIPMIX - X-20 Chrome Inv No Lq 25kg - # 34584 [ special liquids for investments  ] US$ 101.81 +Info
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Investments

Low Heat Investment

BEAUTY CAST INVESTMENT - WHIP
MIX
BEAUTY CAST INVESTMENT - WHIPMIX

America's leading gypsum investment
* The proven standard for the Hygroscopic Technique
* Can also be used for the High Heat Technique

The Hygroscopic Technique with Beauty-Cast is as
simple and quick as the High Heat Technique, but the
results are much more uniform. The use of a water bath
at 37.8C (100F) automatically brings all patterns to
uniform temperature, softening the wax enough for
even expansion of the investment. Combined, the wax
expansion and the high hygroscopic expansion
compensate for mos of the gold shrinkage and thus the
low temperature burnout at 480C (900F) provides
the balance of the required mold expansion.

With the hygroscopic expansion of Beauty-Cast at
1.5% and thermal expansion at 0.55% at 480C, we
unhesitatingly recommend the Hygroscopic Technique
with Beauty-Cast as best suiting today's needs for a
precise yet simple routine technique.

The inherent high thermal expansion of Beauty-Cast at
650C (1,200F) makes it possible to use the standard
High Heat Technique. Setting expansion can be
controlled by varying the number of ring liners in the
Inlay Ring resulting in varying degrees of total
expansion in Casting at 650C (1,200F) is necessary
for the additional 1.2% for gold shrinkage. In the ADA
Specification No. 2 for Investments, the term Type 1,
Inlay Thermal refers to  investments used by the High
Heat Technique. With Beauty-Cast either technique will
produce extremely smooth castings of a rich golden
color that seldom require pickling

Code Name Price +
119625 WHIPMIX - Beauty Cast Inv 144/75g - # 00124 US$ 218.40 +Info

119623 WHIPMIX - Beauty Cast Inv 144/50g - # 00108 US$ 180.74 +Info

119624 WHIPMIX - Beauty Cast Inv 24/50g - # 00078 US$ 50.66 +Info
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WHIPMIX - 119630 Cristobalite Inv 144/50g
WHIPMIX - Cristobalite Inv 144/50g - # 01228WHIPMIX - Cristobalite Inv
Low Heat Investment
# 119630 - Mfg # 01228

 

Features:
* The principal ingredient, CRISTOBALITE, gives high thermal expansion,
even at comparatively low temperatures.
* It is possible to use the same creamy mix by simple standard vacuum or
painting techniques for all types of inlays.
* The usual Whip Mix care in compounding and control assure a uniform
water/powder ratio and consequent uniform expansion.

Description:
* Water/Powder Ratio:30 ml - 100 g
* Working Time: 3 minutes.
* Setting time: 16 minutes.
* Ready For Burnout: 30 minutes.
* Setting Expansion: 0.50 %
* Thermal Expansion 650 Degrees C: 1.25 %
* Compressive Strenght, Wet: 700 Psi ( 5 Mpa )

Package: 144 - 50 g

US$ 173.23

NOVOCAST INVESTMENT - WHIPMIX
NOVOCAST INVESTMENT - WHIPMIX

NOVOCASTis an advanced inlay investment that provides increased accuracy
for casting conventional gold alloys at a mold temperature of 650 degrees C
(1,200 degrees F) without the use of a water bath.

Features:
* Expansion Control. Expansion can be controlled by merely varying the
water/powder ratio. While many modern investments have been developed to
minimize the effect of changing the water/powder ratio, NOVOCAST takes
advantage of this convenient property -- without requiring an unusually thick mix.
* Technique the Same for all Types of Castings
* NOVOCAST has the singular property of furnishing the needed expansion to
accurately fit both the intra-coronal and extra-coronal surfaces of different
preparations.
* Clean and Smooth Gold Castings
* NOVOCAST sets rapidly to produce a strong, ultra smooth mold with easy
'dig-out,' and produces clean and shiny gold castings
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Code Name Price +
119626 WHIPMIX - Nov0cast Inv 144/75g - # 01112 US$ 207.74 +Info

119629 WHIPMIX - Novocast Inv 144/50g - # 01082 US$ 169.98 +Info

119628 WHIPMIX - Novocast Inv 20#/9kg - # 01015 US$ 97.91 +Info

OMNI-CAST INVESTMENT POWDER
S - WHIPMIX
OMNI-CAST INVESTMENT POWDERS - WHIPMIX

For the casting of precious alloys up to 1350C
including Palladium White Gold.
Omni-Cast has a reputation to be the best investment
powder produced for the jewelry industry, producing
castings of the highest quality and surface finish.
Developed at Whipmix's USA facility, Omni-Cast is
manufactured using only the finest grades of raw
materials. With a very high percentage of cristobalite,
Omni-Cast can cast precious alloys up to 2450F
(1350C) including Palladium White Gold. Omnicast
can withstand very demanding burnout cycles,
including rapid burnouts.

Code Name Price +
119632 WHIPMIX - Omni Cast Jewelry Inv 100#/45kg - # 35246 US$ 131.33 +Info

119631 WHIPMIX - Omni Cast Jewelry Inv 25kg - # 33812 US$ 106.29 +Info

Investments

Pressable Ceramics
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LiSi PRESSVEST - GC
LiSi PRESSVEST - GC

GC LiSi PressVest is a phosphate bonded investment
for press ceramic techniques offering you an easier,
faster and safer process. Hydrofluoric acid treatment
and alumina blasting are no longer required for the
removal of the reaction layer. GC LiSi PressVest
provides a stable handling under various temperature
conditions and is so robust it provides a strong
investment ring so you can effectively use wider
volume, but also easy to divest. GC LiSi PressVest
provides a comfortable and secure investing with a high
flow and a longer working time.

Code Name Price +
123415 GC LiSi PressVest SR (Surface Refining) Liquid 100mL  #901426    ( Pressable inv... US$ 49.00 +Info

123414 GC LiSi PressVest Liquid 900mL #901425   ( Pressable investment ) US$ 36.00 +Info

123413 GC LiSi PressVest Powder 100gx60 #901424   ( Pressable investment ) US$ 165.00 +Info

Investments

Refractory Die Material

         CUSTOM PEG II - ADS
CUSTOM PEG II - ADS

 

Features:

* Custom Peg II Instant Refractory Material designed to create custom firing pegs
for all ceramic restorations, for example: pressable ceramics, porcelain
laminates, porcelain jacket crowns, porcelain fused to gold crowns to prevent
discoloration during firing
* Has a soft creamy consistency, is not firm or sticky like other materials allowing
better working properties
* Ideal for use as an investment to repair cracked pressable ceramic restorations
* The handling characteristics allow a technician to form it to very small areas
creating a solid matrix
* Remains stable to 1926C/3500F

Code Name Price +
117733 ADS DENTAL - Custom Peg Putty II  REFRACTORY MATERIAL pkg of 3 Syringes - # 420107 US$ 24.02 +Info
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        REFRACTORY MODEL DIP - ADS
REFRACTORY MODEL DIP - ADS

Refractory Model Dip is a cold-dip solution that produces hard accurate models for waxing
partial frame works. Increase firmness, strength and durability of your models with no
dimensional change. Refractory Model Dip eliminates the rough and dusty surface of the
refractory models to allow better adhesion of the wax patterns. Apply wax patterns with
confidence and ease. Non-Flammable.Non-Hazardous.No Smell.

Code Name Price +
118328 ADS DENTAL - Refractory Model Dip pint / 16 oz. - # R210-5 US$ 19.12 +Info

118329 ADS DENTAL - Refractory Model Dip qt - # R210-6 US$ 33.12 +Info

118330 ADS DENTAL - Refractory Model Dip gal. - # R210-8 US$ 53.04 +Info

BEGO - 10-52785 BegoForm Refr Die Mat 15x90gr
BEGO - BegoForm Refractory  Die Material for ceramic inlay- onlays and
veneers. #52785 - 1 box, 1.35 kg = 15 x 90-g bags, with 1 measuring syringe,
without mixing liquidBEGO - BegoForm Refractory Die Material - 15 x 90gr
Refractory die Material
# 10-52785 - Mfg # 52785

Feature:

* Refractory material for ceramic inlays, onlays and veneers.
* BegoForm creates a precise appliance with extremely firm edges and a
smooth surface.
* Complete with 1 measuring syringe and 250 ml of mixing liquid. 
* Compatible with most ceramic materials on the market today.

BegoForm contains: 1 box, 1.35 kg = 15 x 90-g bags, with 1 measuring
syringe, without mixing liquid

Liquid use is 51090-91 Begosol

Instruction for use: 

Mixing time: premixing by hand + 60 sec under vacuum

Mixing ratio: 100 g / 18 ml 

Mixing ratio (90 g = 1 bag / 16,2 ml)
previous   values

US$ 180.58
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BegoForm (= 1 bag) 90 g 30 g

Mixing liquid (50%) 8,1 ml 2,7   ml
+
Aqua dest. (50%) 8,1 ml 2,7   ml

US DENTAL DEPOT is an Authorized BEGO dealer in US.

MPF - 400005 MPF - The Pegfix KIT
MPF - The Peg Fix KIT 3 in 1 
Stabilizing Paste
# 400005  Mfg #150-0003

A new,revolutionary, environmentally friendly
refractory stabilizing paste made fromPCW fibers,
suitable for firing with metal or metal free prosthesis.
Can becompletely removed from your prosthesis with
a short blast of compressed air, leavingit totally
residue free.

New formula NO Asbestos

US$ 55.77

WHIPMIX - 119608 Polyvest Inv No/lq 24/60g
WHIPMIX - Polyvest Inv No/lq 24/60g - # 24930WHIPMIX - Polyvest 
Refractory Die Material
# 119608 - Mfg # 24930

Features: 
POLYVEST Refractory Die Material is formulated with a coefficient of
thermal expansion to closely match today's newer porcelains. With its
controlled expansion, permits full contour build-ups and produces
accurate ceramic restorations.

Advantages:
* Ample working time to pour models
* Fine-grained material with fluidity for highly accurate reproduction
* Highest strength to resist fracture and abrasion
* Controlled expansion to match most porcelains

Package: 24 - 60 g 

US$ 116.99
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ADS - 118320 Refrac.Crystal Stripper 8oz pd
ADS DENTAL - Refractory. Crystal Stripper 8 oz. pdr. - # C210-1ADS -
Refractory Crystal Stripper
Refractory Die Material
# 118320 - Mfg # C210-1

 

Features:

 

* Eliminate the need for storing hazardous stripping acids to remove
refractory investment form metal crowns
* Economical, save shipping cost
* Easy to use
* Just add water to the dry crystals to instantly create a powerful, reusable
refractory investment remover
* Tested and approved by a leading manufacturer of noble metal dental alloy

 

Quantity: 8 Oz powder and jar

 

US DENTAL DEPOT is an Authorized American Dental Supply dealer in US

US$ 26.48

VEST IT - 101130 Refractory Syringes 10cc
3pk
VEST-IT Instant Refractory Material - 3 Syringes x 10 cc
each - ( INSTA PEG - QUICK PEG - EASY PEG ) Create
customs pegVEST-IT Instant Refractory Syringes

Create customs peg/trays for crowns veneers and
alumina copins - Avoid the trespassing of the Glass
during the infiltration -  

Cleans easy - great for pressables. Revestimiento
refractario instantaneo para copines de alumina-
coronas y veneers- Evita que el vidrio se pase dentro
del copin durante la infiltracion.

Contains: 
3 Syringes x 10 cc each 

US$ 21.45
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WHIPMIX - 119607 Vht Inv No/lq 24/60g
WHIPMIX - Vht Inv No/lq 24/60g - # 18474WHIPMIX - V.H.T No / lq 24/60g
Refractory Die Material
# 119607 - Mfg # 18474

Features:
One of the most useful and efficient laboratory materials available today,
V.H.T. is an extremely fine-grained phosphate investment with an ample
working time of 4-5 minutes. This outstanding refractory material can
withstand repeated firings at furnace temperatures of up to 1,200 degrees
C (2,200 degrees F). Compatible with high-expanding porcelains, V.H.T. is
the pioneer high temperature refractory material that has proved itself in
many thousands of restorations since its introduction in 1984.

Package: 24 - 60 g Package

 

US$ 108.41

Investments

Refractory Spacer

REFRACTORY SPACER - ADS
REFRACTORY SPACER - ADS

Compatible with most common best selling porcelains and matched refractory investments.
Provides essential die relief for cement during firing. Construct precise fitting porcelain
jackets, crowns, and veneers. Use as a block-out material to repair refractory dies and fill in
undercuts. One component liquid - no mixing or measuring of powders and liquids. Ready to
use. Porcelain restorations release easily from dies. Prevents breakage of veneers, onlays
or inlays. Maintains the integrity of the original refractory die. No more grinding of porcelain
after firing to adjust space for bonding materials. Easy to see - paints on blue then fades to
white when degassed.

Code Name Price +
118326 ADS DENTAL - Refractory Die Spacer Thinner 1 oz. - # H750-6 US$ 12.37 +Info

118325 ADS DENTAL - Refractory Die Spacer 1oz. Blue - Loz. Thinner kit - # H750-1 US$ 34.75 +Info

118327 ADS DENTAL - Refractory Die Spacer Thinner 4 oz. - # H750-7 US$ 40.81 +Info

Investments

Soldering Investments
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SOLDERING INVESTMENT - WHIPMIX
SOLDERING INVESTMENT - WHIPMIX

Multi-purpose SOLDERING INVESTMENT is ideal for soldering all types of dental
alloys, including chrome-cobalt. Its fine texture mixes readily with water to a
smooth, stackable consistency that invests easily. Heat-shock resistance and high
strength enable it to withstand being dried out or flushed with boiling water. This
improved soldering investment is strong, yet easy to devest. Hi-Heat for high-fusing
precious metals
* Flows freely into smallest crevice
* Stacks and molds easily
* Sets moderately fast
* Trims smoothly
* Withstands rapid drying out
HI-HEAT Soldering Investment is a gypsum-bound investment that is ideal for any
soldering job that requires the use of an oxygen-gas torch, or where an unusually
fine and smooth soldering investment is wanted. Excellent for use with high-fusing
ceramic alloys for both the pre- and post-soldering technique. Can also be used for
soldering precision attachments.

 SOLDERING INVESTMENT

Code Name Price +
119633 WHIPMIX - Soldering Inv 4.5#/2kg - # 01473 US$ 42.82 +Info

119634 WHIPMIX - Soldering Inv 25#/11kg - # 01503 US$ 78.55 +Info

HI HEAT SOLDERING INVESTMENT

Code Name Price +
119635 WHIPMIX - Hi Heat Soldering Inv 4.5#/2kg - # 01546 US$ 36.29 +Info

119636 WHIPMIX - Hi Heat Soldering Inv 25#/11kg - # 01562 US$ 86.99 +Info
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